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Useful informations

1 E-MAIL: bertok.csanad@inf.unideb.hu

2 EXAM: written exam during the exam period

3 RECOMMENDED BOOK:

William Stallings: Cryptography and Network Security,
Principles and Practice, 6. edition, 2014.

Click here to read it online

https://uomustansiriyah.edu.iq/media/lectures/6/6_2017_03_17!10_56_57_PM.pdf


Introduction

The aim of the classical data security is to preserve (and protect) the
following properties of the information systems (and the related
hardware, software, etc. elements).

1 INTEGRITY

Data integrity: the modification of the information (and the
programs which handle it) can only be performed under
supervised and controlled conditions.

System integrity: ensuring that the system performs its
"assigned" task and that it is protected against malicious
intentional manipulation and against (unintentional) carefree
handling.
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2 AVAILABILITY: ensuring that the authorized users can access the
system at any time.

3 SECRECY

Data protection: ensuring that unathorized people is not able to
get hold of private and confidental information.

Data handling: every user has the right to know (and possibly
limit) what kind of information is stored about them, who is
storing the information (and where) and which groups have
access to this information.



Example

Which property/-ies is/are not satisfied under the following situations?

The teacher leaves his/her computer unattended while logged in
to NEPTUN and a student changes his/her grade in the system.

The student somehow figures out the login information of the
teacher and changes his/her grade.

The teacher puts the names, NEPTUN ID and grade of every
student on the internet, where everybody can freely access it.

During the exam a hacker stops the eLearning server by using a
DDoS attack.

A hacker breaks into the database of a webpage and gets hold on
the credit card information of the users, then sells it on the dark
web.

After seeing the results of the students, the teacher kicks his/her
computer, making it unusable and losing all the data.
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Since nowadays most systems are available through the web (or
sometimes completely cloud-based) we need to add some new points
to the list above.

4 AUTHORIZATION, AUTHENTICATION: the ability to prove that
the information (message, data,. . . ) is coming from a specified
user.

5 TRACKABILITY: ensuring that every change, modification which
is performed on the information, system, etc. can be uniquely
traced back to the modifying person.



Example

The authenticity vs. trackability of a message

The secret signature of Csanád: a1b2c3d4

Sender: xyz123@gmail.com
Dear Students!

Tomorrow all of you will write a test.

Regards,
a1b2c3d4

The above message can be authenticated, however it is not
trackable, since nobody is able to identify the sender without
knowing Csanáds’ secret code. Of course if the sender is not
using a VPN then it is possible to find out the "place" where the
message was sent and also we can track every server between the
start and destination.



Base concepts

SECURITY ATTACK: every action which aims to compromise (in
any way) the security of the information owned by an
organization.

1 Passive attacks: this type of security attacks, only aim to acquire
the information without modifying it (stealing messages, spying
on network traffic, etc.).

2 Active attacks: the type of security attacks, which aim to modify,
falsify and create fraudulent information.

SECURITY MECHANISMS: every process, device, etc. which is
used to recognize and protect against security attacks and
mitigate the damage caused.

SECURITY SERVICES: the collection of services (mechanisms)
which are used to protect the data storing and -processing
devices of the organization. Usually these consists of multiple
security mechanisms.



Base concepts - active attacks

The main categories of the active attacks

Masking: attacks where the attacker tries to impersonate an
authorized user. Usually these precede other types of attacks.
Example: Anonymous steals the login information of John Smith
and starts to steal company data in his name.

Repeating: acquiring the information and forwarding it towards
its original goal (maybe after a short delay). The main difference
between masking and repeating is that in a repeating attack the
attacker simply copies the acquired data in hope that he/she will
get the same response from the system.



Base concepts - active attacks

Difference between masking and repeating

Situation: according to the security regulations of the MyIT company
the employees must send a special message to a server which sends
back an SMS containing the login information.

Masking: the attacker stands behind Bob when he receives the
SMS and writes down his login info. Then logs in as him and
starts stealing company data.

Repeating: when Bob sends his message to the server the
attacker copies this information (by intercepting the network
traffic). 10 minutes later the attacker resends the same message
to the server and receives the login information which he/she can
use to break in.



Base concepts - active attacks: masking



Base concepts - active attacks: replay



Base concepts - active attacks

The main categories of the active attacks

Masking
Replay
Modification: unathorized modification of the real information.
For example a company sends an online bill to one of its
customers, which gets stolen during transmission. The hacker
then changes the bank account number to his/her own. This way
the unsuspecting customer transfers the money to the hackers’
account.

Denial of Service (DoS): every attack which aims to slow down
or prevent the processing and transmission of the organizations’
information. Their most frequent forms are the so-called
"overload type" attacks where the attacked organizations’ IT
infrastructure becomes unreachable.



Base concepts - security mechanisms

The two main types of the security mechanisms

1 Targeted, specific mechanisms: every defense method which is
directly applied in a protocol (TCP, TLS/SSL, etc.): encryption,
digital signatures, access control lists, tools for preserving data
integrity,. . .

2 Spreaded, general mechanisms: mechanisms which can be
applied in multiple stages of the defense: detecting security
events, applying security labels on devices, collecting data which
can be used for security audits,. . .



Base concepts - security services

The main tasks of the security services

1 Authentication: its goal is to ensure that the party who provides
the information is not an "impersonator".

Peer entity authentication: the authentication of the
communicating parties.
Data origin authentication: ensuring that the transmitted data is
genuine.

2 Access control lists: determining and controlling the range of
people who are authorized to perform a given task.

3 Nonrepudiation: ensuring that the transmitted information is
not denied. The sender must be able to verify that the receiver
got the message and similarly the receiver must be able to verify
that the sender sent it



Base concepts - security services

The main tasks of the security services

4 Data confidentiality: protecting the information against outside
observers. It has three main branches:

Connection confidentiality: ensuring the protection of every
information which are transmitted in a channel
(Selective) protection of data blocks: protecting every information
inside a data block (or some specific information in case of
selective).
Traffic-flow protection: ensuring that the attacker gains no
information by simply observing the network.

5 Data integrity: services which try to protect the data against
outside manipulation. They usually contain tools which can be
used to restore the original data. Similarly as above it is possible
to protect the full network channel or just one message block (or
part of it).



Thank you for your attention!


